
EXPLANATION OF NOMENCLATURE AND ANNOTATIONS

IN CEDAR CREEK FLORA 2000

Scientific Nomenclature

Cedar Creek Hora 2000 uses the nomenclature in Ownbey and Morley's, VasClllar Plants of
Minnesota (1991) and in Gleason and Cronquist's Manual of the VasClllar Plants (1991). Where
they differ, I tend to use Ownbey and Morley's choice because, it better reflects the
expression of species and varieties in Minnesota for many taxa. These references are used
because they are convenient and comprehensive but they are not the best for some groups
such as Rubus, Amelanchier, and Botrychiu11J at his time. Other references should be consulted
for more current data and interpretations. Check individual monographs, completed
portions of the Hora of North America, and annotations on specimen labels at the
University of Minnesota Herbarium. In the Index to Scientific Names, I have given
synonyms where Moore (1973), Ownbey and Morley (1991), and Gleason and Cronquist
(1991) differ from this checklist I have also added comments on the taxonomic problems
for some species in Special List 1 on page 59.

Common Names

It is impossible to list common names that everyone agrees upon. Some of my guidelines
are:
. Consistency. When multiple names are in use, I prefer a botanically relevant name, a

certain amount of consistency within a genus, and consistency among important
documents such as Minnesota's state-listed rare plants. I did not find Ownbey and
Morley (1991) or Gleason and Cronquist (1991) to be good sources for common names.
One of the best sources was Moore's Hora of Cedar Creek (1973).

. Simplicity. I try to avoid hyphens unless it is regularly used in a particular case or it
clarifies what is being modified in a string of adjectives.

. Simplicity. I try to avoid long, contrived common names.. Simplicity. I try to avoid mixing upper and lower case letters within a common name.

. Aesthetic liberty. I like John Moore's name "two-flowered cynthia" for the pretty wet
meadow plant, Krigia bifora, as opposed to "orange dwarf dandelion".

Plants Native and Not Native to Cedar Creek Natural History Area

Plant species that are native to Cedar Creek are those that were present here before the land
was influenced by the activities European-Americans, primarily since the 1850s but even
earlier to a lesser degree. Since then, hundreds of plants landed on Anoka Sandplain soil, or
in the water, intentionally and unintentionally. These are called non-native or introduced
plants. Some reproduce here by $eed without cultivation and these are called naturalized
plants. The vast majority of non-native plants at Cedar Creek are of European or Euasian
origin. They were planted as crops, animal forage or hay, ornament, turf. Other non-natives
arrived as hitchhikers by accident or device.
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The distinction between native and non-native is difficult for some species and varieties.
For example, Poa pmtensis is a wide-ranging, circumtemperate species. A variety of that
species may have existed here as a native but it can't be distinguished by outward looks. It is
reasonable to call our plants at Cedar Creek non-native because we know that the weed
pollinated, non-native Poa pratensis, widdy planted for hay and turf, is pervasive. Another
example is carpetweed (Mollugo vertidllata). It is native in the southern US and the plant may
have inadvertendy travded up the Mississippi River with Native Americans long before the
1850s. Is it native because it arrived before European-Americans? There is no clear answer.
It can be considered non-native because it probably would not be here without human-
assisted transport

The judgements on native or non-native are based latgdy on Gleason and Cronquist (1991)
except where plants are known to have been introduced to Cedar Creek outside of their
ecological range. For example, snow trillium is native to Minnesota but it occurs at Cedar
Creek on Crone's knoll, a location where Martha Crone had a cabin and is known to have
planted species that did not naturally occur here.

Non-native species at Cedar Creek have an arrow symbol next to their common name
In the Flora 2000 Checklist

No Arrow Symbol: Native
Arrow Symbol: Non-native

Two Up arrows rapidly increasing in numbers; a strongly invasive species
Up increasing or conditions occur that allow it to increase
Right persisting; abundance not changing greatly
Down decreasing and mayor may not be absent
Down with bar was planted and is now absent

Abundance and Habitat Notes in Cedar Creek Flora 2000

The abundance notes given for each plant reflects its relative abundance at Cedar
Creek in appropriate habitat types as observed &om 1980-2000. The abundance notes
may already be outdated for Cedar Creek but the point is to document a litde segment of
ecological time. For example, the wildfire across the southeast portion of Cedar Creek and
around the east bank of Fish Lake in the fall of 2000 may create conditions that stimulate
Bulbostylis capil/aris and it may be finally rdocated. On the other hand, nutrient enrichment in
Beckman Lake from outside the boundary of the University property may bring about the
demise of Stitpus subten?Jinalis in the water or facilitate the spread of glossy buckthorn on the
surrounding fen ffifit.

The habitat notes suggest the most likely places to find a given species at Cedar
Creek. Native habitat names given in the notes are all based on the descriptions on the
previous pages though in some cases the name is shortened. Disturbed habitats types are
generally understood.
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The abundance and habitat notes can be extrapolated moderately well to similar natural areas
elsewhere on the Anoka Sandplain. However, Cedar Creek has an extraordinary
representation of plants associated with northern conifer swamp and poor fen habitats that
occur farther north and many of these species are absent in similar peaty habitats on the
Anoka Sandplain. Also, Cedar Creek has some of the best remaining examples of wet
meadows in a savanna setting so, again, what might be occasional or common here, might be
rare or absent elsewhere on the Anoka Sandplain. Plants found in disturbed habitats such as
old fields or old home sites are also variable from one location to another because of chance
events in their colonization history. Consequendy, the abundance of weedy species is not
very relevant outside of the bounds of Cedar Creek.

Abundances used in the Annotations:

abundant - found in all examples of this species' primary habitat type
common - in most, but not necessarily all examples of this species' primary habitat
occasional - this plant may take some searching, is restricted in some way, or it's
abundance varies from year to year so it's not always possible to find it
uncommon - only a few locations at Cedar Creek are known or suspected
rare - only one or two very specific locations at Cedar Creek known or documented

Species Included in Cedar Creek Flora 2000

Differences between Moore's 1973 Flora of Cedar Creek and the Flora 20()() include:

. I have removed taxa that were incorrecdy listed on Moore's 1973list. The reasons for
exclusion are given in Special List 1 on page 59.

. I have corrected spelling errors in Moore's list. See Special List 2 on page 61.. I have updated the nomenclature. Simple synonymy changes are given in Special List 2.

. Additional plant species have been found at CCNHA. Voucher specimens of these
plants are in the University of Minnesota Herbarium (MIN). These are listed in Special
List 3 on page 63.

. I have not sought out or included crop, garden vegetable, lawn, or ornamental plant
species that have been planted at residences and at the Laboratory building at Cedar
Creek. Moore included numerous cultivated, non-persisting species and I retained the
ones that he listed

. Moore included plant forms and I have removed them because they do not have
taxonomic significance.

This Flora will have it's own errors. Some known problems are my inability to (or disinterest
in) identifying varieties of Antennana neglecta, varieties of Solidago canadensis, uncommon
species of Rubus, and hybrids of Amelanchier.
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